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BTF for Chromaticity Measurement

The available chromaticity measurement method (the energy modulation) cannot be used with nominal beams
at flat-top due to losses, while it would be important to control precisely Q’ to stick to potential sweet spots.
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BTF for Chromaticity Measurement

▶ A new method based on the Beam Transfer
Function was proposed and tried in simulations

▶ The BTF quantifies the response of the beam to
an excitation at a given frequency Ω and it
depends on the chromaticity Q’, i.e. BTF(Ω, Q’)

▶ IDEA: excite one bunch with noise and then
reconstruct the BTF by measuring the beam
response

▶ In postprocessing, we fit the theoretical BTF to the
measured one and we obtain the measured Q’
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From the Data to the the BTF

To extract the chromaticity we have to fit a BTF to the data, which is not always straightforward:

▶ Chromaticity trim value: 16

▶ Chromaticity from BTF fit: 15:54

▶ Chromaticity trim value: 4

▶ Chromaticity from BTF fit: 1.69
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Next steps

Data analysis: we need to improve our fitting algorithms to extract more robustly the theoretical BTF from the
data. High dimensional multi-parametric fit → difficult task (neural networks might do the trick).

Repeat the experiment at flat top.
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Slow vs fast octupole scans in nominal conditions

▶ Octupoles thresholds: some discrepancies between measurements and our predictions need to be explained

▶ The octupole thresholds observed in the machine in the past seemed to depend on how quickly the scan
was performed

▶ This possibly indicates that noise plays a role in the instability build-up

▶ Since these scans were performed at different times other factors might have interplayed

▶ To confirm the role of noise we performed a fast and a slow scan on two consecutive fills

Procedure:

▶ Fill 1:
▶ Inject and ramp 3 nominal bunches per beam.
▶ Every 15 minutes reduce the octupoles current by 20 A until an instability is observed on all bunches

▶ Fill 2: Same as Fill 1 but reduce octupoles current every minute
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Slow vs Fast Scan - Results

Slow scan threshold: 137-177A Fast scan threshold: 79A
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Slow vs Fast Octupole Scans MD

Strong effect of the latency on the instability thresholds, in agreement with the noise model (see paper by S.
Furuseth and X. Buffat).

The instability thresholds we observed are significantly lower than expected from past measurement (see X.
Buffat, et al, Transverse Instabilities, in Proceedings of Evian’19). Several factors could be decreasing the

octupole thresholds, such as additional detuning coming from the optics, heavy transverse tails, impact of the
longitudinal distribution... This should be investigated in order to gain better understanding of the thresholds.
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Collimators Impedance Beam Based Measurements

▶ The collimators are the largest contributors to the impedance of the (HL-)LHC at flat top

▶ To reduce the machine impedance the TCSG collimators are being substituted by new low-resistivity
TCSPM collimators

▶ We perform beam-based measurements of the newly installed TCSPMs and of some old collimators for
reference

▶ To quantify the impedance of a collimator we measure the tune shift it induces on the beam (impedance
and tune shift are proportional)

All the measurements have been performed in close collaboration with the collimation team and WP5.
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Measuring the Tune

Procedure to measure the tune:

▶ Inject and ramp a single nominal bunch

▶ Kick the bunch and measure turn-by-turn position

▶ Fourier-transform the position to obtain the tune
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Tune Shift of a Single Collimator
How to measure the tune shift of a single collimator?

▶ Measure the tune with all the collimators in nominal postion

▶ Retract one collimator

▶ Measure the tune again

▶ Obtain the tune shift by subtraction

To obtain good statistical significance and to remove the slow tune jitter we repeat several times the procedure
and each time we perform 10 tune measurements.
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Measurements Results and Simulations (Beam 1)
Measurements: Expected from Sacherer theory (only dipolar

impedance)

▶ At first we did not manage to measure a tune shift from the TCSPMs at all

▶ We decided to measure the two TCSPMS together and to decrease their halfgaps to increase their effect

▶ We can conclude that the tune shift in nominal position is around 10−5, which is within the measurement
error bar

▶ The impedance of the TCSPMs is indeed very low

▶ All the simulations results are lower by a factor ∼ 2 than measurements, at least partly due to the absence
quadrupolar impedance in the simulations
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Summary of MD Studies

▶ A new method to measure the beam chromaticity was successfully tested

▶ The influence of noise on beam stability was observed

▶ The impedance of the new TCSPMs was confirmed to be much lower than that of the old TCSGs
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New vacuum valves between TCLMB mask and Q4

▶ Resonator-like structure

▶ Initially they were supposed to
have 63mm diameter, but we
were asked to evaluate the
impact of increasing their
diameter 100mm or 80mm

▶ 4 valves per beam

▶ βxAV ,VV=462m, βy AV ,VV=466m

(β∗ = 100cm)

▶ Impedance of a single valve
obtained with CST

▶ Two main impedance
contributions: ”broad-band”
(constant) and HOMs

▶ The broad-band component is
the same for the two designs,
while the HOMs are very
different
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Effect on beam stability

▶ Very low impact of the broad-band impedance and of the 80mm design HOMs

▶ 20A added octupoles current for the HOMs of the 100mm design (rather high)

▶ Therefore we recommended the 80mm design
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The Crab Cavities Impedance

Two main contributors to the impedance of the crab cavities:

▶ The fundamental mode

▶ High-Order Modes (already studied by S. Antipov, N. Biancacci & N. Mounet)

Some impedance estimates for the fundamental mode were done in the past (see E. Métral at 4th Joint HiLumi
LHC-LARP Annual Meeting and N. Biancacci at WP2.4 meeting on 01/07/2015), but:

▶ The parameters of the cavities (shunt impedance, Q-factor) have been updated since then

▶ Some studies were performed on simplified models (see talk by P. Baudrenghien at WP2 meeting on
21/03/2014)

▶ DELPHI, our Vlasov solver, had a bug which wascorrected later on (see talk by N. Mounet at HSC section
meeting on 01/07/2019)

Recent estimates for the EIC Crab Cavities by Michael Blaskiewicz (talk at WP2 meeting on 09/08/2022) showed
that the impedance of the fundamental mode can drive strong instabilities.
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/788818/contributions/3277284/attachments/1786645/2909140/Update_DQW_20.11.2018.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/402176/contributions/1844422/attachments/1164512/1678159/WP2.4_30092015.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/934794/contributions/3927359/attachments/2080855/3496934/NMounet_20200728_HLLHC_imp_WP2_crab.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/326148/contributions/1711524/attachments/633105/871322/EM-HiLumiAnnualMeeting_17to21-11-2014_Final.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/326148/contributions/1711524/attachments/633105/871322/EM-HiLumiAnnualMeeting_17to21-11-2014_Final.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/403464/contributions/1847170/attachments/1126835/1609086/DELPHI-HOM-AllCrabs_FM_feedback.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/307357/contributions/1675653/attachments/585976/806557/CCupdate.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/307357/contributions/1675653/attachments/585976/806557/CCupdate.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/827061/contributions/3460042/attachments/1871697/3080264/20190701_NMounet_HSC_DELPHI_update.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/827061/contributions/3460042/attachments/1871697/3080264/20190701_NMounet_HSC_DELPHI_update.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1186766/contributions/4986575/attachments/2491181/4278691/cern9aug22.pdf
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Fundamental Mode Impedance
The fundamental mode of an RF cavity contributes to the impedance of the device like every other resonant

mode but:

▶ Usually has a very high shunt impedance and Q-factor (dangerous especially for multi-bunch operations)

▶ It can be controlled through the RF feedback system

The impedance of the fundamental mode of the CCs is modeled as a transverse resonator (see talk by P.
Baudrenghien at WP2 meeting on 21/03/2014):

▶ Z⊥(ω) = ωRF
ω

R⊥
1− jQ(ωRF

ω
− ω

ωRF
)

▶ ωRF = 2πFRF , FRF = 400.8MHz

▶ Q = 5 · 105 (loaded Q)

▶ R⊥ = 9.03 · 108 Ω
m

▶ Very high, but narrow-band impedance
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▶ Usually has a very high shunt impedance and Q-factor (dangerous especially for multi-bunch operations)

▶ It can be controlled through the RF feedback system

The impedance of the fundamental mode of the CCs is modeled as a transverse resonator (see talk by P.
Baudrenghien at WP2 meeting on 21/03/2014):
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Fundamental Mode Impedance - Reducing the Shunt Impedance R⊥

By how much do we need to damp the Q of the fundamental mode to ensure beam stability?

It is clear that if the fundamental mode is not damped enough it will produce in stability issues.
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Using the RF Feedback to Mitigate the Crab Cavity Impedance

The RF feedback system can act on the fundamental mode of the cavity, so it can be used to reduce the
impedance peak.

Closed Loop cavity impedance

▶ ZCL
⊥ (ω) =

Z⊥(ω)

1 + Ge−jτ(ω−ωRF )Z∥(ω)

▶ Z∥(ω) =
1

1− jQ(ωRF
ω

− ω
ωRF

)

▶ G = 150

▶ τ = 1175ns

Thanks P. Baudrenghien!
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http://cds.cern.ch/record/2270292/files/10.1103_PhysRevAccelBeams.20.011004.pdf


Octupole Thresholds at Flat-Top

Require added octupole current of 100A, our usual recommendation for HOMs is that the added current must
be less than 10A.
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Octupole Thresholds During Collisions - End of Levelling β∗ = 20cm

Intensity is 2.3e11
because we are not
considering burn-off,

which is a
conservative
assumption.

Because of the higher β’s at the cavities the thresholds are even higher, but during collisions strong head-on tune
spread is enough to stabilize the beams (confirmed with stability diagrams, see talk at the 162nd TCC meeting).
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Octupole Thresholds at Injection

In absolute numbers the situation looks less critical at injection.
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Macroparticles Tracking Simulations
To confirm the results obtained with the Vlasov solver DELPHI, we computed the wakes corresponding to the
impedance of the HL-LHC at flattop and we used it to track a train of 72 bunches using PyHEADTAIL.

σx = 0.17 1/s

σy = 0.24 1/s

σx = 0.27 1/s

σy = 0.35 1/s

▶ Simple extraction of the rise time: exponential fit to the average turn-by-turn position

▶ Clear impact of the cavities on growth rates and on coupled bunch motion
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Summary and Ongoing Work on the Crab Cavities

Summary:

▶ The impedance of the fundamental mode of the Crab Cavity increases the octupoles stability threshold by a
large amount.

▶ This is confirmed by simulations with both the Valsov solver DELPHI and the macroparticle code
PyHEADTAIL.

▶ This is a critical issue.

Ongoing and future work:

▶ Studying the cavity already installed in the SPS both with simulations and MDs.

▶ Studying improvements to the RF feedback using a betatron comb filter as proposed by P. Baudrenghien.

▶ Checking the benefits of flat optics, which can help to reduce the beta functions at the cavities location,
and hence their impedance.
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